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1. From Layer Cake, choose 33 prints and sub-cut each print in half into (65) 5” x 10” rectangles. 
Cut  the contrast fabric into (7) 4” x WOF strips, then sub-cut into (64) 4” x 4” squares. Mark along 
the diagonal on the wrong side of the 4” squares.

2. Arrange Layer Cake prints to determine final layout, with 5 columns and 13 rows. On the 
following steps, take care to maintain the order of the prints to preserve the layout.  

3. On the first, third, and fifth columns, remove every other rectangle beginning with the second 
print down. Sew contrast squares to the bottom corner in a snowball (or sew and flip) method. To 
do so, place the squares in the bottom corners and sew along the marked lines. Trim, leaving a 1/4” 
seam allowance, and press towards contrast fabric. 

4. On the second and fourth columns, remove every other rectangle beginning with the first print. 
Sew contrast squares to the TOP corners in a snowball (or sew and flip) method. To do so, place 
the squares in the top corners and sew along the marked lines. Trim, leaving a 1/4” seam 
allowance, and press towards contrast fabric. 

5. Return the snowballed blocks to the layout, and begin sewing rows. Press towards 
non-snowballed blocks. 

6. Sew rows together, and press seams toward the bottom of the quilt. 

7. Baste, quilt, and bind as desired.

1 Layer Cake
1 yard contrast fabric
1/2 yard binding
3 1/4 yards backing
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Share your Chipped Stacks quilt on Instagram with #chippedstacksquilt and tag @hellomellydesigns
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